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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to enhance the performance of Multistream Fast Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) keeping in view the recent web-based applications that are being deployed
on long-range, high-speed, and high-bandwidth networks. To achieve the objective of the research
study, a congestion control after fast-recovery module for congestion control scheme of Multistream
Fast TCP is proposed. The module optimized the performance of the protocol by reducing the time
that is required to consume the available bandwidth after a fast-recovery phase. The module is
designed after studying additive-increase, multiplicative-decrease and rate-based congestion window
management schemes of related transport protocols. The module adjusts the congestion window on
receipt of each individual acknowledgment instead of each round trip time after the fast-recovery
phase until it consumes vacant bandwidth of the network link. The module is implemented by using
Network Simulator 2. Convergence time, throughput, fairness index, and goodput are the parameters
used to assess the performance of proposed module. The results indicate that Enhanced Multistream
Fast TCP with congestion control after fast recovery recovers its congestion window in a shorter
time period as compared to multistream Fast TCP, Fast TCP, TCP New Reno, and Stream Control
Transmission Protocol. Consequently, Enhanced Multistream Fast TCP consumes the available
network bandwidth in lesser time and increases the throughput and goodput. The proposed module
enhanced the performance of the transport layer protocol. Our findings demonstrate the performance
impact in the form of a decrease in the convergence time to consume the available network bandwidth
and the increase in the throughput and the goodput.
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1. Introduction

Most of the internet applications are being deployed on long-range, high-speed, and high-
bandwidth networks. Fast-paced data transfer over high-speed communication systems is the primary
issue raised in long-range and high-bandwidth networks. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [1]
transmits enormous data traffic globally [2]. Although, TCP provides reliable data transmission over
the network at its inception, it was not capable of handling network blockage. Jacobson proposed
a congestion management scheme in 1988 [3] to overcome this limitation. Researchers improved
the Jacobson’s congestion management scheme through several enhancements [4–9], but still, it can
be further improved. TCP demonstrated exceptional performance over internet with the increase
in size, speed, load, and connectivity. But loss-based congestion control schemes degrade TCP’s
performance in high-bandwidth-delay product networks. Delay-based congestion control schemes
solved the limitation of loss-based congestion control schemes in high-bandwidth-delay product (BDP)
networks [10]. TCP Vegas [11] and Fast TCP [10,12] are examples of delay-based transport protocols.
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All TCP variants serialize the applications’ independent messages over a single byte stream for
data transmission across the network. This phenomenon becomes the reason of the head-of-line
blocking [13]. Multistream Fast TCP (MFast TCP) provides a separate stream for each independent
message of the application and interleaves each stream’s segments over a single TCP connection to fix
the head-of-line blocking problem [14]. This procedure alleviates the head-of-line blocking but does
not affect the end-to-end throughput which can be increased through optimization of the congestion
management scheme.

Congestion management schemes [15] maintain smooth data flow, but do not provide assurance
that data segments will not be lost during the data transmission across the network. The segment loss
degrades TCP’s performance. Therefore, the research community is still improving TCP congestion
control schemes by focusing on its four intertwined phases that are: slow start phase, congestion
avoidance phase, and fast-retransmit and fast-recovery phases [8,9,16].

Congestion control schemes increase the size of the congestion window (cwnd) after fast-recovery
mode. This change should neither be too slow nor be too fast. In case of slow change in the congestion
window, TCP does not use the available bandwidth efficiently and the fast change may create network
congestion. Different TCP versions use different techniques to set the congestion window size after
fast-recovery mode. The precise change as per the availability of bandwidth in the congestion window
size after fast-recovery mode can increase the end-to-end throughput.

MFast TCP and Fast TCP use their conventional approach to adjust their congestion windows.
The approach is to re-compute the congestion window size on each round trip time (RTT) during
congestion avoidance and also after fast-recovery mode. This approach takes significant time to
consume the vacant network bandwidth after fast-recovery mode.

This study proposes an algorithm to adjust the congestion window on each acknowledgment
(ACK) after the fast-recovery phase until it consumes the available space of the network link. The
algorithm performs the task in significantly less time. Consequently, the performance of MFast TCP
is improved due to the decrease in convergence time after fast recovery and increase in end-to-end
throughput and goodput.

Simulation results showed that Enhanced Multistream Fast TCP (EMFast TCP) after fast recovery
consumes available bandwidth in 29% less time compared to Fast TCP and MFast TCP and 52% less
time compared to a Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), which follows additive-increase
multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) behavior.

The remaining research paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the background for
this research study. In Section 3, we describe EMFast TCP and congestion Control after fast-recovery
(CCaFR) algorithm. In Section 4, the simulation setup is described. In Section 5, results are presented,
analyzed, and discussed. Section 6 concludes the research study.

2. Background

TCP that is described in Request for Comments–793 (RFC-793) [1] uses retransmission timeout
(RTO) to ensure reliable delivery of every segment. This TCP version is not capable of handling
network congestion. Therefore, congestion collapse occurred in 1986. Van Jacobson fixed this problem
and proposed a congestion control algorithm [3]. This algorithm controls data transfer rate through
a congestion window to control network congestion. It increases the congestion window on each
positive acknowledgment, does not change the congestion window on duplicate acknowledgment,
and reduces its size to 1 segment when packet drop occurs. The algorithm proposed by Jacobson
is implemented in TCP Tahoe. Tahoe starts the RTO timer before handing over the segment to the
Internet Protocol (IP) layer. It follows a slow-start procedure at the time of connection establishment
and packet loss. In slow-start, the congestion window is set to one and gradually increases after each
round trip time. It uses the retransmission timeout as a sign of packet loss and consequently sets the
congestion window to one. The major drawback of Tahoe is that it takes a complete timeout interval
(RTO) to detect packet loss. Therefore, the network pipe becomes empty. Although RTOs help to
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recover network congestion, they cause serious network stalls and performance degradation [17].
TCP Reno [18] addressed this problem.

TCP Reno inherits basic features from Tahoe such as slow start, congestion avoidance, and RTO.
However, it further incorporated a mechanism to detect packet loss much earlier than RTO so that the
pipe emptiness could be avoided at the time of packet loss. Reno requires that the receiver generate
acknowledgment on receipt of each segment. Therefore, in its implementation, receiver generates
duplicate acknowledgment on receipt of out-of-order segment. Duplicate acknowledgment has twofold
purposes for the sender: (i) The receiver has received the segment, and (ii) the received segment is
out-of-order. Reno suggests the fast -retransmit algorithm. The fast-retransmit procedure infers from
three consecutive, duplicate ACKs that a packet has been lost. Therefore, it retransmits the segment
without waiting for the RTO to occur. Thus, it retransmits the segment with the pipe almost full. Reno
introduced another algorithm called ‘fast recovery’ which works along with fast retransmit. Fast
retransmit dispatches the lost segment on third duplicate acknowledgment and hands over the control
to the fast-recovery procedure. In fast recovery, the congestion window is reduced to half.

Fast-retransmit and fast-recovery procedures [9] are shown in Figure 1. The figure shows that
sender dispatches packet#1 that is successfully received and acknowledged by the receiver. Receiver
dispatches dupAck#1 to the sender on receiving an out of order packet#3. When the sender receives
third dupAck#1, it infers that the packet has been dropped. Fast retransmit dispatches lost packet#1 on
receipt of third dupAck#1 to repair the loss. The fast-retransmit scheme works in parallel with RTO
scheme for performance improvement.
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Fast recovery starts monitoring the data transfer right after the dispatch of the lost segment until
the receipt of a non-duplicate ACK. It sets threshold value (ssthresh) to one-half of the current window
size and sets the congestion window to ssthresh plus 3. It increases the congestion window by the
number of segments that have left the network and are cached on the other end. On receipt of each
dupAck, it increases the congestion window by one. This inflates the congestion window for additional
segments considering that duplicate acknowledgment is an indication that one segment has left the
network. With this technique, the TCP sender transmits a new data segment while waiting for the
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acknowledgment of the lost segment. Therefore, it transmits the new data segment and maintains total
segments in flight (TSF) upto the ssthresh computed by the fast-recovery procedure. TSFs are those
segments which are not acknowledged so far. In normal conditions, TSF is the same as cwnd. But
in the fast-recovery phase, it is different from cwnd. The algorithm sets the congestion window to
ssthresh on receipt of acknowledgment of new data and quits from the fast-recovery phase.

Assume cwnd = N, where N is the size of the congestion window. A pcket in left edge of the
congestion window say packet#i is lost. Now, the sender can send up to packet#(I + N − 1). Meanwhile,
the receiver will send N − 1 dupAck. The sender computes TSF = N − 3 on receipt of third dupAck
(at this point, cwnd = N/2 + 3, that is different from TSF). It means three later packets are no longer in
flight. The sender transmits the lost packet immediately. The sender now expects N − 4 more dupAcks
followed by one new acknowledgment from the receiver. This last acknowledgment will be for the
entire original congestion window that was before the loss of the packet.

The sender waits for N/2 − 3 more dupAcks to arrive, at this point, TSF is N − 3 − (N/2 − 3) =

N/2. The sender will resume sending new packets afterward. It will send one new packet for each
subsequently arriving dupAck. This new data transmission will be from N + i to (N + i) + (N/2 − 1).

At the time of receipt of acknowledgment of retransmitted lost packet, there are N/2 − 1
unacknowledged packets from N + i to N + i + (N/2 − 2) in the pipe. At this point, the cwnd is
N + N/2 − 1 and the sender can now send segment #(N + i) + (N/2− 1). There is exactly N/2 outstanding
segments. The congestion window is set to N/2 and the fast-recovery period is over now. This whole
phenomenon is shown in Figure 1.

After fast recovery, TCP gradually increases its cwnd as shown in Figure 2.
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Loss-based congestion control protocol uses additive increase to increase the congestion window;
whereas delay-based congestion control protocol uses a formula to change its congestion window. This
change in the congestion window gradually fills the gap.
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TCP Vegas is a modified implementation of Reno, and Fast TCP is a high-speed version of Vegas.
Fast TCP inherits all the features of Tahoe and Reno that is retransmission timeout, fast retransmit,
and fast recovery. It uses a proactive approach (delay-based congestion control) instead of a reactive
approach (loss-based congestion control) to control network congestion. It uses queuing delay along
with packet loss as a congestion indicator. It follows an equation-based scheme (as given in Equation (1))
to compute the congestion window to stabilize a network into a steady state.

w ← min
{

2w, (1− γ)w + γ

(
baseRTT

RTT
w + α

)}
, (1)

where γ ε (0, 1], baseRTT is the smallest round trip delay observed so far, and α is a positive protocol
parameter that determines the total number of packets queued in routers in equilibrium along the
flow’s path.

TCP and all its variants transfer data over its single byte stream. Recent applications have
to transfer multiple independent messages. These applications serialize the multiple independent
messages over the single byte-stream of TCP for data transmission. During transmission, if a packet
loss occurs, then data delivery to the application stops. In this scenario, TCP suffers head-of-line
blocking. Multistream Fast TCP (MFast TCP) [19] is derived from Fast TCP. It provides multiple streams
at the transport layer for simultaneous transmission of applications’ multiple independent messages.
Its multistream feature enables the protocol to differentiate between independent messages/streams
received from application layer protocol. This feature reduces data delivery latency between transport
and application layer and alleviates head of line blocking. MFast TCP utilizes high bandwidth,
consumes less buffer space, and avoids large queuing delay, in contrast to loss-based congestion control
schemes. It accomplishes relative fairness and does not punish flows with huge RTTs [10,12,20,21].

Stream Control Transmission Protocol [22] is a transport protocol designed to overcome TCP’s
limitations for telephony signaling over IP network. It provides two unique features that are
multistreaming and multihoming. Multistreaming is used to provide logically separate streams
to the application to transfer its multimedia object data simultaneously at transport layer. Multihoming
provides fault tolerance to the application on multihomed end hosts. This protocol uses a loss-based
congestion scheme. This scheme with AIMD is not scalable in long-distance and high-bandwidth
networks [23].

Delay-based congestion control technique tries to maintain consistent inter-packet delay during
congestion avoidance phase. Inter-packet delay (IPD) jitter of MFast TCP is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 shows considerable IPD jitter in slow start phase. During the congestion avoidance
phase, there is no inter-packet delay variation as shown by the straight horizontal line in the figure.
Delay information in delay-based congestion control algorithms permits the sources to settle into a
stable state when the network is static.

We intentionally dropped a single packet to trigger the fast-retransmit and -recovery procedure.
The fast retransmit procedure retransmits the dropped packet; whereas the fast-recovery procedure
maintains the packet in flight equal to the size of half of the congestion windows. After packet loss,
inter-packet delay is disturbed as shown by IPD jitter in Figure 3 near the 38th second of this simulation.
In order to maintain consistent IPD, MFast TCP gradually increases its congestion window on each RTT
to decrease IPD jitter. The zoom in view during and after the fast-retransmit and -recovery procedure
is extracted from Figure 3 and shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 shows that IPD jitter gradually decrease with the increase in cwnd size. When the MFast
TCP fills the available network bandwidth, IPD becomes consistent. MFast TCP changes its cwnd on
each RTT as per the network feedback. It does not change its congestion window on each valid ACK.

Fast TCP and MFast TCP update their cwnd on each RTT, and they adopt the same phenomenon
after the fast-recovery phase. In this study, we proposed to change the cwnd of MFast TCP after
fast-recovery phase on each ACK by using Equation (1) until the IPD becomes consistent. Consistent
IPD means the available bandwidth has been fully consumed. The proposed change enhanced the
performance of MFast TCP with decrease in convergence time after fast recovery and increase in
end-to-end throughput and goodput.

3. Enhanced Multistream Fast TCP (EMFast TCP)

In this section, we extend the Fast TCP congestion control algorithm to resolve the issue of rapid
convergence after the fast recovery in long-distance and high-bandwidth network. Further, it narrates
the CCaFR algorithm.

Congestion Control after Fast-Recovery Algorithm (CCaFR)

CCaFR algorithm becomes active after the fast-recovery phase until the protocol consumes the
available network bandwidth. The CCaFR algorithm inherits default Fast TCP design. Therefore, the
default parameters of Fast TCP are used in the development of this algorithm. CCaFR changes the
congestion window on receipt of each ACK until the available bandwidth of network link is filled and
IPD becomes consistent.
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CCaFR computes the congestion window using Equation (1) and is denoted as cwndnew and the
congestion window before this computation is referred to as cwndold (congestion window computed
on receipt of last acknowledgment). Gapflag is a pointer which becomes true as the first gap between
the series of acknowledgment is detected. The formula to compute the congestion window on receipt
of each ACK is shown in Equation (2):

cwnd ←


cwndtemp = cwndold +

(
1

cwndold

)
i f (gap f lag = true) cwndnew

else cwndtemp

 . (2)

The CCaFR algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Congestion control algorithm sets the value of
isAFRmode (is after fast-recovery mode) true while leaving the fast-recovery mode. If the value of
isAFRmode flag is true, it means that the fast-recovery mode has just finished, and the protocol has to
increase its cwnd to consume the vacant network bandwidth.

Algorithm 1. Growth of congestion window on receipt of each ACK in CCaFR.

Input: (AckPacket, rtt)
Output: cwnd_

1 IF isAFRmode = true THEN
2 IF avgIPD = IPD and avgRTT = rtt THEN
3 isAFRmode← false

4
gapflag← false

END IF

5
IF gapflag = true THEN

fast_cc_afr(rtt, old_pif) ∇ change cwnd as per its default delay-based scheme

6
ELSE

cwnd_ = cwnd_ + 1/cwnd_
END IF

7
IF avgIPD = IPD THEN

gapflag← true;

8
END IF

ELSE

9
fast_cc(rtt, old_pif) ∇ change cwnd as per its default delay-based scheme after each RTT

END IF
return cwnd_

Line by line description of the algorithm is as follows:

1. Did the protocol just exit from the fast-recovery mode? If so, then introduce new segments in the
network to increase the congestion window.

2. If the average inter-packet delay is equal to the inter-packet delay of the received segment and
the average round-trip-time is equal to the round-trip-time of the received segment, it means
the protocol has consumed all the available bandwidth of the network link. Therefore, it is
appropriate to quit isAFRmode and let the protocol operate in normal mode.

3. Set the value of isAFRmode to false so that on receipt of the next segment, the protocol does not
execute the CCaFR algorithm.

4. Gapflag is the pointer to detect the gap between the series of segments, being received on the
sender’s end.

5. If the first series of the segment has already been received and the protocol is now receiving the
second series of segments, then use the protocol’s default formula to compute the cwnd based on
the information of received segment’s RTT and old packets inflight. The function fast_cc_afr is
used to compute the congestion window on receipt of each acknowledgment.
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6. If the first series of the segments are being received by the sender, then increase its congestion
window using additive-increase formula. This technique is used here to provide sufficient time
to the network to clear its congestion.

7. If the average inter-packet delay is equal to the inter-packet delay of the received segment, then
the gapflag value is set to true so that the protocol could increase its congestion window by using
its delay-based formula.

8. Body of if condition given at line 1 ends here.
9. Now, the protocol is in normal congestion avoidance phase. Therefore, it is calling fast_cc function

that is a part of Fast TCP implementation. This function calculates congestion window after every
round-trip-time (RTT). This is the normal behavior of the protocol.

4. Simulation Setup

This section illustrates the experimental setup and the network topology. Goodput, throughput,
and convergence time are the parameters used to measure the performance of the proposed algorithm.

4.1. Experimental Setup and Network Topology

The simulation is performed with the Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) version 2.35. We used Fast
TCP patch fast-tcp-ns2-v1_1c; developed at the University of Melbourne’s Center for Ultra-Broadband
Information Networks (CUBIN) [24] to implement our proposed algorithm as discussed in a
previous section.

4.1.1. Network Topology

The network topology of six nodes is shown in Figure 5. Sender S1 is attached with n1 and
receiver D1 is attached with n2. There are two intermediate routers R1 and R2. Duplex links n1–R1,
n3–R1, R1–R2, R2–n4, and R2–n2 have bandwidth of 2, 1, 1.5, 1, and 2 Mbps and delay of 10, 10, 100,
10, and 10 ms, respectively. Each node uses a DropTail queue of size 10. Fast TCP, MFast TCP, EMFast
TCP, TCP New Reno, and SCTP are the agents attached at the sender node (S1) one by one to study the
behavior of these protocols while executing simulation scenarios. The simulation is run for 100 sec.
An error model is attached with the link n1–R1 to drop a packet to monitor the behavior of transport
protocol after the fast-recovery and to study its impact on goodput and throughput.
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4.1.2. Evaluation Method

The simulation experiments were performed to analyze the behavior of EMFast TCP after the
fast-recovery phase and the results were compared with Fast TCP, MFast TCP, TCP New Reno, and
SCTP. We desired to calculate the convergence time of the transport protocols after the fast-recovery
phase to see its impact on goodput and throughput in comparison with the proposed algorithm.
An error-model was used to introduce packet loss. The packet was completely removed from the
system; so, the receiving node could not receive the specific packet. This created a gap in the sequence
number on the receiver’s side and the data was received out of order. This phenomenon triggers the
fast-retransmit phase following the fast-recovery phase. After the fast-recovery phase, the protocols
increased their congestion window as per their algorithm to consume the available bandwidth of the
network link.

Each simulation experiment was repeated five times to collect the data, and average values
were used to compare the performance of EMFast TCP with other protocols. In the first experiment,
independent traffic for EMFast TCP, Fast TCP, MFast TCP, TCP Reno, and SCTP was generated without
any other traffic/flow. This scenario was created to study the behavior of the protocols in isolation.
In this experiment, Fast TCP, MFast TCP, TCP New Reno, and SCTP were using their default algorithm
to manage their congestion window after the fast recovery. In second experiment, four additional
flows of TCP New Reno were generated along with the traffic of protocols that are under study.
In these experiments, we investigated the convergence time, fairness index, end-to-end goodput,
and throughput.

5. Results and Discussion

This section illustrates the different graphs and descriptive results.

5.1. Convergence Time

Figure 6 shows the congestion window variation of Fast TCP, MFast TCP, EMFast TCP, TCP New
Reno, and SCTP during the simulation period. SCTP and TCP New Reno due to their loss-based
congestion control algorithm drop multiple packets during the transmission, whereas ast TCP, MFast
TCP, and EMFast TCP maintain their congestion window during the simulation period. The size of
their congestion window is reduced due to the packet loss. This packet loss is introduced by the
error model.
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The congestion windows of SCTP and TCP New Reno fluctuate during the simulation period. This
fluctuation is due to the loss-based congestion control algorithm. Fast TCP, MFast TCP, and EMFast
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TCP maintain their congestion windows because of the delay-based congestion control algorithm. The
protocols reduce the congestion window at the time packet of loss. Fast TCP and MFast TCP showed
exactly the same behavior. Therefore, the lines in the graph representing these protocols overlap each
other. In the absence of competing flows, the protocols consume all available bandwidth of the network
and provide maximum throughput as allowed by their algorithms.

Four flows are introduced with each individual flow of the protocol under study to further
observe the behavior of the protocols in the presence of competing flows. The protocols accommodate
the additional flows and adjust their own congestion windows accordingly. Fast TCP, MFast TCP,
and EMFast TCP are sensitive to network delay. Therefore, they adjust their congestion windows
considering the network state. These protocols are not so greedy toward network queues; therefore,
they easily accommodate new data flows by adjusting their data transfer rate. This phenomenon can
be seen in Figure 7.
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In order to get a closer view, a portion of the congestion window graph from Figures 6 and 7 is
extracted in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
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The figures show the portion of the congestion window graphs, to highlight the interval in which
the packet is lost and how the protocols consume the available bandwidth of network link after the
fast recovery. We overlapped the congestion window graphs (during the period of packet loss) of all
the protocols within a same time interval for better analysis. Figures 8 and 9 show that EMFast TCP
consumes the available network link after the fast recovery more rapidly than Fast TCP, MFast TCP,
TCP New Reno, and SCTP.

EMFast TCP provides better performance compared to the rest of the protocols under study in the
presence or absence of competing flows. It consumes the available network bandwidth in a minimum
convergence time compare to rest of the protocols.

EMFast TCP consumed the available network link in 9 RTT, as shown in Figure 10; whereas MFast
TCP and Fast TCP were performing the same task in 17 RTTs as shown in Figure 4.
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Multistream Fast Transmission Control Protocol (EMFast TCP).

Convergence time (T) is the time taken by the flow to gain a fair share of the available bandwidth
of network link. Our focus is on the convergence time after the fast-recovery phase. Convergence time
is calculated by using Equation (3). Where TPD represents the time of receiving the third duplicate
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acknowledgment and TLF represents the time when the protocol regains the fair share of the available
bandwidth of network link after fast-recovery phase.

T = TLF − TPD (3)

The convergence time of the protocol after fast recovery without any additional flow is shown
in Table 1. In this scenario, Fast TCP, MFast TCP, EMFast TCP, TCP New Reno, and SCTP attain
a maximum congestion window of size 52, 52, 52, 57, and 56, respectively. EMFast TCP attains its
congestion window size to consume available bandwidth in 29% less time compared to the Fast TCP
and MFast TCP, 54% less time compared to TCP New Reno, and 52% less time compared to the SCTP.
The 29% improvement is due to the CCaFR algorithm whereas 52% and 54% are the cumulated effect
of delay-based congestion control algorithm and CCaFR algorithm.

Table 1. Convergence time of the protocols after fast-recovery phase (average for five tests) [Table S1].

Protocol Convergence Time (s)

Without Any Competing Flow With Four Competing Flows

SCTP 8.22 8.50
TCP New Reno 8.46 8.92

Fast TCP 5.43 5.18
MFast TCP 5.43 5.18

EMFast TCP 3.87 2.31

SCTP—Stream Control Transmission Protocol.

Convergence time of the protocol after fast recovery with four additional flows is also shown
in Table 1. In this scenario, Fast TCP, MFast TCP, EMFast TCP, TCP New Reno, and SCTP attain
a maximum congestion window of size 27, 27, 27, 34, and 32, respectively. EMFast TCP consumes
available bandwidth in 55% less time compared to the Fast TCP and MFast TCP, 74% less time compared
to TCP New Reno, and 73% less time compared to the SCTP. This is because it quickly re-acquires a
small congestion window compared to the large congestion window size of SCTP and TCP New Reno.

Therefore, EMFast TCP with CCaFR algorithm improves the performance in terms of congestion
window recovery after the fast-recovery phase in long-distance networks. Thus, it is concluded that
CCaFR improves the performance of the protocol in a network where there is a high loss rate.

5.2. Throughput

The amount of data successfully received at the destination in a given period of time is called
throughput. This data includes the retransmitted packets.

Throughput = (
∑

Packets received × Packet Size)/Total Simulation Time (4)

The decrease in the convergence time after the fast-recovery phase affects the end-to-end
throughput. EMFast TCP achieves higher throughput as compared to Fast TCP, MFast TCP, TCP New
Reno, and SCTP. Table 2 shows the throughput of EMFast TCP, Fast TCP, TCP New Reno, and SCTP
with and without additional flows. Results show that EMFast TCP provides better throughput by
using CCaFR as compared to Fast TCP, MFast TCP, TCP New Reno, and SCTP.
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Table 2. End-to-end throughput of the protocols (average for five tests) [Table S2].

Protocol Throughput (Kbps)

Without Any Competing Flow With Four Competing Flows

SCTP 1096 407
TCP New Reno 1236 397

Fast TCP 1446 430
MFast TCP 1446 430

EMFast TCP 1454 433

5.3. Goodput

The number of useful data bytes handed over to the application layer by the transport layer in a
unit time is called goodput. Goodput is computed by using Equation (5).

Goodput = (Sent Data − Retransmitted Data)/Transfer Time (5)

End-to-end goodputs of the protocols are shown in Table 3. All these three protocols have a
common feature that is multistream except TCP New Reno. With this feature, these protocols can
handle multiple independent requests of their applications. The multistream feature resolves the issue
of head-of-line blocking and provides data to the application during the period of fast retransmit and
recovery. TCP and all its variants stop data delivery to the application layer during the period of packet
loss until the receipt of the lost packet. MFast TCP and EMFast TCP overcome this limitation of TCP.
It is quite clear from Table 3 that MFast TCP and EMFast TCP provide better performance compared
to SCTP and TCP New Reno, whereas EMFast TCP due to CCaFR algorithm further improves the
performance, as compared to MFast TCP.

It is necessary to mention that Fast TCP without the multistream feature, extensively utilizes the
receiver buffer during the fast-retransmit and -recovery phases. MFast TCP takes significant time to
recover its cwnd after the fast-recovery phase whereas the EMFast TCP overcomes this issue through
its CCaFR algorithm, and its impact can be seen in the end-to-end goodput.

Table 3. End-to-end goodput of the protocols (average for five tests) [Table S3].

Protocol Goodput (Kbps)

Without Any Competing Flow With Four Competing Flows

SCTP 1043 387
TCP New Reno 1183 379

MFast TCP 1389 413
EMFast TCP 1396 415

5.4. Fairness Index

Jain’s formula [25] as given in Equation (6) was used to determine the fairness index of the
transport protocols being studied. The protocols that are understudy are associated at flow-1 on their
turn whereas flow-2 to flow-5 are additional flows introduced in the network.

Fairness Index =
(
∑

xi)
2

n
∑

xi2
(6)

As shown in Table 4, the fairness indexes of SCTP, Fast TCP, TCP New Reno, and EMFast TCP
are 0.9221, 0.9338, 0.9296, and 0.9328, respectively. Native Fast TCP has the best fairness index value
among the four transport protocols. Since, EMFast TCP improves overall throughput of its flow,
its fairness index is slightly lesser than that of Fast TCP. The behavior of EMFast TCP only deviates
from the native Fast TCP behavior after the fast-recovery phase. Therefore, there is a slight variation in
its fairness index compare to that of native Fast TCP.
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Table 4. End-to-end measured throughput of all the flows.

Throughput (Kbps)

SCTP Fast TCP New Reno EMFast TCP

Flow-1 407.00 430.46 397.00 433.00
Flow-2 214.50 241.21 211.64 240.13
Flow-3 226.02 248.93 226.42 243.17
Flow-4 226.99 245.25 220.36 252.06
Flow-5 213.82 239.19 226.42 241.25

Total throughput of all flows 1288.33 1405.04 1281.84 1409.61
Fairness Index 0.9221 0.9338 0.9296 0.9328

6. Conclusions

Optimization of the congestion control algorithm is an area that continues to attract the attention
of researchers. The motivation of this study is to reduce the time required to consume the available
bandwidth after the fast-recovery phase for Fast TCP/MFast TCP. Therefore, the CCaFR algorithm
is found suitable for the transport protocols that operate in high-bandwidth and long-distance
networks. The obtained results and their analysis illustrated that the CCaFR algorithm positively
outperformed Fast TCP/MFast TCP (delay-based congestion control schemes) and TCP New Reno
and SCTP (loss-based congestion control schemes). This indicates that CCaFR is more suitable for the
protocol that adjusts their congestion window on each RTT. The proposed algorithm can be used for
the protocols that use delay as congestion indicator and adjust their congestion window on each RTT.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/21/4698/s1.
Table S1: Convergence time of the protocols after fast recovery phase. (Test # 1 to 5), Table S2: End-to-end
throughput of the protocols (Test # 1 to 5), Table S3: End-to-end goodput of the protocols (Test # 1 to 5).
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